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Abstract
Contemporary approaches to the study of terrorism ignore the social practices that operate as ‘background 
noise’ in daily life. Research focusing on goal-seeking and the ‘aims’ of terrorist organizations leaves little room 
to analyze the performative, emotional, and ritual aspects of terrorism – key aspects of identity and disposition 
formation. Just as in other social cleavages, terrorist ritual and community practices forge actor preferences 
and passions. This note outlines puzzles which extant research agendas leave unanswered, proposes a ‘turn’ to 
cultural practice as an important new research area, and offers an example of how to conduct mixed method 
research on terrorist practices, looking specifically at how religious practice disaggregation predicts terror 
campaign duration. The research note concludes with academic and policy implications.
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Introduction

Terrorism is widely understood as an organizational and strategic endeavor. Leading lights in the field 
argue that terrorism is a communication tactic, designed to produce political and social outcomes.[1] 
Even if terrorists engage in activities that are not supported by any rational cost-benefit analysis, their 

behavior is assumed to further organizational coherence strategies or ideological aims.[2] These mainstream 
approaches result in studies linking financing, weapons choices, training, doctrines–the “raw stuff ” of what it 
takes to “do terrorism”–with terror outcomes like body count and target selection.[3] Such research designs 
leave little room to analyze the performative, emotional, and ritual aspects of terrorism – key aspects of 
identity and disposition formation. Terrorism studies thus reflects a trend that parallels Ted Hopf ’s claim 
that academic international relations has virtually ignored what “most people do most of the time in their 
social lives.”[4] Essentially, contemporary approaches to the study of terrorism ignore the social practices that 
operate as “background noise” in daily life.

This Research Note presents an argument that a more fine-grained disaggregation of everyday life within 
terrorist groups is needed to help scholars understand differences within and between groups. Studying 
the actual activities and practical enactments of everyday terrorist life turns scholarly attention away from 
goals and ideas and towards social practice as the unit of analysis. Practice approaches are heterogeneous, 
but share a core commitment to understanding knowledge as social practice rather than ideology or goal-
seeking. Ultimately, “turning” terrorism studies toward practice accommodates many epistemological 
views and builds new ways of understanding terrorism.[5] The approach builds on a pioneering call by 
Thomas Hegghammer to study “jihad culture.”[6] Hegghammer’s idea is part of a larger orientation in 
international relations and security studies generally, joining other works on “practice” as a way to help 
scholars understand gendered dimensions of diplomacy,[7] political bargaining,[8] security communities,[9] 
deterrence,[10] and peacekeeping.[11]

The following four sections of this Research Note sketch what a practice turn in terrorism studies might look 
like as a research endeavor. Section one displays how current theories in terrorism studies leave unanswered 
puzzles and are based on unfounded assumptions of how human socialization functions. Section two outlines 
a theoretical foundation for prioritizing everyday practice as a way to understand extremist groups, and 
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describes a potential mixed method approach for studying the identifiable practices of extremist groups. 
In section three, I offer a brief example of how to proceed within this research agenda. Here I disaggregate 
religious practices of terror groups, using a model that helps predict which terrorist groups have longer 
campaign durations. And the fourth section concludes by demonstrating the policy and research implications 
of this new approach to research in Terrorism Studies. In essence, there is clearly support for the argument 
that taking practices seriously will allow scholars to put aside “armchair analysis” and instead privilege 
observable social action on its own terms.[12]

Unsolved Puzzles and Questionable Assumptions
Current approaches in terrorism research result in at least three problematic themes. These include 1) the 
inability to answer puzzles about why terrorists often engage in aesthetic rather than strategic activities, 2) 
puzzles concerning disparate findings across the discipline, and 3) fundamentally misplacing emphasis on 
“thinking” as a principle social building-block and ignoring the more important role of “doing.”

First, there are many puzzles that current approaches simply cannot answer. What, for example, is the role 
of emotion in violent extremist organizations and how do emotive elements within everyday life frame 
passions and preferences of terrorists? Similarly, why do terrorists pursue art and aesthetics when such 
energy should rationally be used to hide, plan, train, and kill? For instance, the Sovereign Citizens’ practice 
of making artistically distinct forged documents is puzzling since many are intentionally poorly constructed, 
mocking rules of grammar and punctuation. If these domestic terrorist groups were trying to avoid authority 
interaction, why would they intentionally design forged documents to look suspicious and even comical, 
raising red flags and increased police oversight? Aesthetic inclinations are important because they reveal how 
elements of culture operate to shape and shove actors even without their overt mental processing. If terrorism 
isn’t just about pre-planned strategic actions, but the almost subconscious activities that are a result of the 
practices shaping day-to-day life, then current approaches to the study of terrorism are not doing justice to 
that reality.

Second, research that privileges exogenous social factors—institutions, financing, ideological affiliation, 
and politics—results in an inability to distinguish the difference among internal cultural characteristics of a 
group. The unfortunate result is evident in studies of religion and terrorism: A sizable portion of terrorism 
scholarship holds that religion is a secondary factor behind socio-political drivers like poverty.[13] However, 
other scholarship finds religious affiliation to be a principle explanation of extremist violence.[14] Such 
disparate findings indicate that over-aggregated measurements of religious affiliation (i.e. Muslim, Christian), 
and too much attention on exogenous variables result in inconclusive findings. Over-aggregated approaches 
also leave no ability to explain variation of activities within catch-all labels, such as why some Sufi groups 
produce ISIS recruits while others remain quietist. Over-aggregation of religious labels leave scholars with 
categories that lump actors like the Rainbow-Push Coalition and the KKK into the same analytical space 
because they are both “Christian.” Such labels do injustice to understanding obvious variations within and 
between groups. 

Third, and perhaps most problematic, is the current literature’s assumption that meaning is created through 
propositional knowledge, or terrorist’s thinking through goals, organizational ties, or doctrine.[15] Accurate 
descriptions of goals or ideology requires a laborious amount of cognitive work for each and every actor in 
a violent environment, which most work in terrorism simply “assumes” into quantitative models. Recent 
work in this journal, for instance, has argued that differentiation between secular and religious terror groups 
is entirely based on ideologically informed and articulated goals.[16] I maintain that it is highly improbable 
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that actors search through an ideological or strategic “blueprint” for each and every action they take. If we 
look further into terrorist action, my hunch is that some events are driven neither by ideals nor by goals, but 
by unintelligible and unspoken “background” dispositions. For example, in my research on post-war Sierra 
Leone, I came in a town in the district of Kono, where after the war, the only two buildings left standing 
were the church and the mosque. When I asked former rebels about why they failed to raze the buildings, 
they responded that nobody burned churches—it just wasn’t done. The justification given was about 
organizational dispositions—“that’s just what we did,” not from consulting any prescribed cognitive blueprint 
for action. Thus, to conceptualize goal-seeking behavior as a mere mental state takes out of consideration 
the way that physical training (say, in training camps) constitutes violence as a practice of terrorism a priori.
[17] My argument joins Alasdair MacIntyre who maintains that most of what we see as goal-seeking behavior 
(after the fact) is actually carried on unformulated, improvised, and non-representational ways.[18] The 
processes of practice, alternatively, are where an actor taps into a “stock of unspoken know-how, learned in 
and through practice, and from which deliberation and intentional action become possible.”[19] Practice 
theory would instruct the methodologist to set aside research on ideas and goals, and instead start observing 
the concrete proceedings of daily life as the central object of meaning-making in the world.

Social Practice and Terrorist Society
Studying terrorist everyday practices points away from organizational dynamics, tactical choices, and static 
ideological ascription, and instead towards the background “noise” and aspects of society that are taken 
for granted. Practice theory goes as far back as Aristotle, when he wrote of “practical wisdom” as a form of 
knowledge.[20] Aristotle posited it is through practical wisdom that one does the “right thing” as part of her 
disposition, not merely due to belief or cost/benefit analysis. Practice theory turns our attention to this sort 
of “acting out” the “right thing” and instructs those interested in social outcomes, such as terrorism, to pay 
special attention to the embodied, dispositional manifestations of how one goes about performing in their 
day-to-day life.[21] The practice approach argues that “what we do together defines the question of who we 
are” together.[22] To state more precisely, a practice-oriented approach seeks to “do justice to the practical 
nature of action by rooting human activity in a nonrepresentational stratum,” meaning those activities that 
actors may not think through in order to perform.[23]

These aspects of practical knowledge involve one knowing how to perform in ways that are socially expected 
of them, whether in the practice of scripture reading, document forging, or taking a rest in the trenches. 
Even ISIS’s method of beheadings could be understood as informed by the preferences forged by textual-
interpretive tradition, mimicking, ritual, and belonging. Further, it is doubtful that the colorful orange 
jumpsuits ISIS prisoners wear before beheading is something that the fighters “think through” every time 
they force a prisoner to put one on – it is just something that is done. The ultimate argument is that social 
practices—such as dress, textual interpretation, discussing dreams,[24] or naming one’s Kalashnikov, are 
areas that produce relational power, internalized into daily routine by a process of bodily “disciplining.” 
Ultimately, the practices of a group reveal the kinds of activities necessary for actors to be considered by the 
organization as socially competent and a co-identity member.[25] Identity formation via ritual builds on 
Whitehouse, who argues that everyday rituals “fuse” actors to their community so that group members are 
not perceived as mere cooperators; they are kin.[26]

While practice opens the door for terrorism scholars to consider new types of social phenomena within 
groups, it also directs the data-collection agenda towards observable, material manifestations of collective 
identity. Prior study of practice theory has examined ritual performances, training manuals and meeting 
minutes to observe how social expectations are internalized and perpetuated in group members. Like the 
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method of process-tracing, tracing practices involves using evidence from within a case to make inferences 
about causal explanations within that case.[27] Yet, as Pouliot argues, while process tracing identifies a 
theoretically-informed causal chain “between an independent variable (or variables) and the outcome of the 
dependent variable,” practice-tracing is interested in how bundles of activities construct actors in particular 
ways.[28] Thus, the practice approach lends itself to both qualitative and quantitative investigations. First, 
case studies might consider singular local-level activities on a descriptive level, employing ethnographic 
methods, interviews, and (difficult for the study of terrorism) participant observations. This work would 
help us better understand particular groups, their processes of meaning-making, and social dispositions. 
Qualitative comparative cases might then compare, for example, how variation in Koranic interpretation 
between Hezbollah, Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and ISIS impact elite instrumentalization of particular verses. 
Likewise, veiling, purity of dress, dietary and fasting practices may vary within jihadi organizations, perhaps 
explaining the variation in how jihadi members interact with local populations with divergent daily rituals. 
Thus the job of the practice ethnographer is to find singular, local “causality” within a particular group that 
might then be used to construct broader comparative categories for larger-N studies. In many instances, 
ethnographic data may be readily available to construct datasets for comparing hundreds of groups over 
space and time. For example, the work of art and music ethnography, food culture, and fashion studies, 
have deep reservoirs of data on sub-national groups from which terrorist groups arise, but such data has 
never been systematically applied to understand the effects of culture on terrorist preferences, passions and 
outcomes. In sum, practice can be employed as a unit of analysis sequentially up the ladder of abstraction 
from micro-level specific contexts up to large-N statistical models.[29]

Leveraging Practice Disaggregation: The Case of Religious Culture[30]
Practices are actions embedded in institutional and organizational sinew, evident and observable in member 
performance. Religion is one area of human activity that requires one to not only profess, but practice 
that profession in a visible way. One’s identity as a believer is thus profoundly not propositional—as extant 
strategic, organizational, or ideological approaches assume—but a series of doings and sayings rooted in 
dispositional knowledge.[31] Propositional approaches are problematic because religious socialization and 
meaning-making may not necessarily be that which is deliberated, calculated, and operationalized. Rather, 
ethnographic research in practical theology has found that persons participate from a dispositional “urge” 
often explaining how “We don’t think about our rituals, we just do them,” or simply “It’s always been done 
that way.”[32]

A Model of Religious Practice Disaggregation
To illustrate the argument and method described here, I collected data on several hundred terror groups’ 
practices, disaggregating the practices of actors in Asal and Rethemeyer’s BAAD dataset.[33] I code a 
terrorist group memberships’ religious practices on several dimensions, adding them together in an index, 
which serves as an explanatory variable for the outcome of campaign duration, while controlling for GDP, 
regime type, religious difference, and ethnic, leftist, and territorial goals. The data are then analyzed using a 
logistic regression.

The explanatory practice index has two components.[34] First, there are eight dimensions of religious 
practice that are widely comparable and which vary considerably from group to group. These are not 
arbitrary categories, but are core ways of describing the practical theologies as played out by religious 
communities. Fortunately, and unique to the field of religious practice, the practices of religious communities 
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have been recorded through extensive ethnographic work by religious sociologists.[35] Each element of 
practice is discussed in the most popularly cited texts on religious life, such as the Worldmark Encyclopedia 
of Religious Practice, which includes analysis on almost every religious community from 245 religious 
scholars.[36] From localized, ethnographic sources, one can compare religious communities along eight 
dimensions of practice: 1) orientations towards scripture, 2) defined leadership hierarchy, 3) practice and 
rituals concerning an afterlife, 4) demarcations of sacred space, 5) practices of diet, 6) dress habits, 7) rites of 
passage, and 8) prayer rituals. These dimensions are a kind of typology of religious practice and a cut at how 
scholars can observe religious actors in action, helping answer recent calls in international relations to take 
“thick” descriptive approaches to religion seriously.[37]

Second, each aforementioned dimension of practice is coded based on the level of exclusivity demarcating 
who is allowed to participate. Such an approach is based on the Durkheimian definition of religion as a 
separation of the sacred from the profane, as participating in ritualized life is fundamentally asserting 
difference between communities, lifestyles and worldviews. Ritualization is the production of differentiation 
between in-groups and out-groups, as practicing one’s religion is a way of acting in a particular way that 
establishes a contrast of privileged being. Thus, the way to correctly categorize groups like ISIS/ISIL is not 
“literalist” but rather “exclusivist” in that they appropriate their religion in a particular sort of way in conflict.
[38] I also code each dimension of religious practice based on the exclusivity of that practice. I employ a 
0/.5/1 exclusivity scale per eight categories, thus a group’s membership can score between 0-8 in the index. 
I code a practice as (0) when there is very little frequency, salience, or distribution of the practice within the 
members of a group. I code a group this way when there is definitive evidence that membership explicitly 
rejects the practice. For instance, many neo-Marxist groups explicitly prohibit public prayer. While some 
membership may still engage in prayer, the frequency, group-wide salience and distribution is negligible. 
In cases where I find mixed group practices I code the variable as (0.5). Instances in this category will have 
evidence of some members participating in the practice while others may not, or will have contending 
practices (i.e. Christian mixed with traditional religion). When specific percentiles are available, I code as 
“mixed” any membership levels from 10%-50% engaging in the practice. I code the variable as (1) when 
there is high frequency, salience, and distribution of a practice. Cases in this category include if there is 
definitive evidence that majority of membership practices, if the practice is explicitly talked about in-group 
memoranda, or if a group explicitly requires such orthopraxy as a condition of membership.

The outcome variable of interest is the duration of the terrorist campaign, from founding or first event to 
the end of the campaign through die out, losing, winning, or other termination type. This is a good test 
of the effect of exclusive practice on outcomes, since communities with dispositionally rigid practices are 
theoretically less likely to give up fighting, even at great loss. Toft, for example, holds that religious groups 
are likely to “lengthen time horizons” by factoring in the cosmic struggle of eternal good versus evil.[39] 

A practice approach concurs with this finding, but revises the central mechanism at work. Rather than a 
community propositionally thinking through violence with a cosmic cost-benefit analysis, practice posits that 
the discipline of exclusive practices frame everyday life (not just the conflict at hand) in terms of cosmic time. 
Rites of passage like baptism, for example, are mile-markers in a cosmic performance. Thus, extended time 
horizons are not necessarily rationalized by cost-benefit analysis, but are part of everyday social structure. 
Once conflict breaks out, those groups with more hardline dispositional realities are likely to bring extended 
time horizons with them, approaching a violent environment with skewed time-frames. Those with everyday 
practices that extend time horizons and set restrictions for who gains access to that afterlife are less likely to 
give up their fight.[40]
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Results
Model 1 tests how a practice index contributes to how we can explain the duration of terror campaigns. This 
basic test refutes the null hypothesis. The results (shown in Table 1) indicate a positive and highly significant 
correlation between a terrorist group’s exclusive religious practices and terror campaigns with longer 
duration. Models 2, 3 and 4 include controls for ethnic, leftist, and territorial based conflicts, regime type, 
GDP per capita, and a dummy variable indicating differences in religious affiliation between the terrorist 
group and the state. When we control for these structural factors, secular goals, and difference in religious 
identity markers, practice remains a significant indicator: higher levels of exclusive religious practices are 
positively and significantly contributing to the duration of terror campaigns.[41]  

Table 1: Effect of Exclusive Religious Practices on Terror Campaign Duration

The results of Model 4 are used to examine the predictive marginal effects of terrorist group practice on the 
likelihood of conflict intensity, shown in Figure 1. For each index point change in terror group practice, we 
see a corresponding rise in the likelihood of longer campaign duration. The most exclusive practicing groups 
are about 20% more inclined to have longer campaign durations. 
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Figure 1: The Marginal Effect of Practice on Duration 

The findings suggest that categorizing religious conflicts as simply one group versus another (Christian versus 
Muslim, Sunni versus Shia), is an unhelpful variable to explain variation in campaign duration. Yet, when 
one disaggregates groups based upon their observable practices, one can better explain duration of terrorist 
campaigns.

Research and Policy Implications
There are important academic and policy implications for studying terrorist practices. On an academic level, 
the approach directs researchers away from the requirement to “get inside terrorists’ heads” in order to access 
information about their goals or ideology. One can then avoid assumptions about the effect of rhetoric or 
rationality on mobilizing persons towards extremism. This is preferable since in order for religious rhetoric to 
“work” on a population, there has to be some sort of framing device that triggers rhetorical and instrumental 
effectiveness. Practice gets closer to embedding the study of terrorism within the relational and embodied 
sites of society. Additionally, the choice to disaggregate groups based upon practices enables scholars to 
empirically examine “what people are doing on the ground” as the basis for categorizing religion and other 
social categories. Practice theory is thus better positioned to capture the activities of group membership, not 
simply the goals or doctrines promulgated by leaders. Since elements of religious practice exist even within 
groups that pursue secular goals, it is inappropriate to assume goals or ideology of elites are reflected in the 
daily life of group members. Simply categorizing groups based on their objectives fails to capture how ritual 
and practice frame dispositions of membership.

On a policy level, a practice approach argues that an understanding of violent groups should follow analysis 
of their “walk,” not just their “talk.” If jihadi, sovereign citizen, the Klan, or other extremist identities are 
forged less by propositional goals or beliefs and more through dispositional embodiment of social practice, 
then analyzing how terrorists live in their “everyday life” could offer data that helps researchers better 
understand group passions and preferences. Everyday practice offers a new, unexplored terrain for combating 
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violent extremists. For instance, when not posting on social media about ISIS and jihad, do ISIS fans watch 
Friends and cat videos? Answering this question could offer routes of mainstream connections for radicals, 
who might prove moderated by meaning made in non-extremist practices. Finally, a practice approach offers 
the ability to map and track specific activities in particularly problematic “hot-spot” areas. For example, 
large-scale mapping of religious practice would predict areas of conflict that will experience longer campaign 
duration. Mapping could thus be a predictive tool for the intelligence community by indicating zones of 
culture where, say resource scarcity or refugee spillover (for example), would be amplified by particularly 
exclusivist religious practices. Similar models could be constructed for other types of social practices 
including disaggregation of identity labels like ethnicity and gender. This information could then be used by 
academics, decision makers, and intelligence officers alike, to better understand the social culture of terror 
groups.

A practice-oriented approach to the study of terrorism offers researchers an exciting new way to disaggregate 
terror groups and thus better understand variation within and between them. Practice theory opens the field 
of terrorism studies far beyond models that privilege representational goal-seeking or belief, and instead 
positions scholars to deeply consider how art, diet, poetry, dress, religious ritual, and other disposition-
forging practices constitute terrorist identities, passions, and preferences.
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